PRESS RELEASE
MagicDraw 14.0 Adds New Report Engine
No Magic has just released a new version of MagicDraw that improves documentation
capabilities. Additionally, the new version of MagicDraw now supports C++ code
engineering for Visual Studio 2003 and 2005.
Plano, TX / Chicago, IL, September 24, 2007. No Magic, Inc., a leading vendor of award-winning
architecture modeling software, today announced the release of MagicDraw® 14.0. This version of No
Magic’s award-winning business process, and architecture modeling tool improves documentation
capabilities with a new report engine. It adds significant performance improvements and allows you to
generate up-to-date reports based on your own templates with custom layout and formatting. Also,
MagicDraw 14.0 now adds C++ code engineering support for Visual Studio 2003 and 2005 together with
other C++ code engineering improvements.
“The documentation is one of the most important capabilities of any architecture modeling tool. The new
MagicDraw report engine is based on user-defined templates and it allows you to create documentation
easier and faster. Users can create templates containing fields that correspond to the model elements or
define their own report data. Templates can be composed with any document editor using the Velocity
Template Language. Our Visual Studio customers will be pleased with the improvements in version 14.0
along with many more improvements under development”, said Gary Duncanson, President of No Magic,
Inc.
The new report engine allows MagicDraw users to generate up-to-date reports based on their own
template including specifying their own layout and formatting. The templates can be used to create
different versions of report data and populate the template with data from any project. The new reports
support a set of useful operations including, filter criteria in the template fields. This allows you to specify
what modeling elements are included in a report. Also, MagicDraw users can format the template by the
WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) principle; tables of contents, headers and footers, and pages
numbers. The report can be personalized with characters, paragraphs, and fonts that are supported by
the chosen file format.
The newly released MagicDraw UML 14.0 adds multiple C++ improvements. The existing C++ code
engineering features were updated to support the Microsoft Managed C++ (Visual Studio 2003) and
C++/CLI (Visual Studio 2005).
Pricing and Availability
For information about MagicDraw 14.0, and to try our free trial version, register and download a copy
online at http://www.magicdraw.com.
MagicDraw is now available for purchase in six editions and four license types (standalone, mobile,
floating, and site). Standalone Pricing: Personal Edition ($149). Standard Edition (from $499),
Professional (from $899), Enterprise (from $1,599).
The SysML plugin for MagicDraw is now available with the special limited time introductory price of $249.
The DoDAF plugin for MagicDraw is available for $999, or for $899, if bought at the same time with the
SysML plugin.

Teamwork Solution - Along with single licenses, our Teamwork Server can help team collaboration and is
available in three editions: 2-5 Connections ($1,495), 6-10 Connections ($2,995), and 10+ Connections
($5,995). Educational and government discounts are available exclusively through direct sales.
Software Assurance Contracts allow customers to receive the new releases with prices starting at $39*
(Personal), $99* (Standard), $199* (Professional), $319* (Enterprise), $255* (Teamwork Server).
(* If bought with the original purchase.)
A free Academic Personal Site License is available, and a free MagicDraw model reader is also available
for you to share your models, all at www.magicdraw.com.
About No Magic:
No Magic, a long time industry leading vendor of architecture and business modeling software with its
MagicDraw Product Line, supports the full life-cycle from the requirement and planning process through
testing with award-winning, OMG standards-compliant software that quickly architects and models your
organizational structure, business processes, applications, information, and technology. MagicDraw
supports multiple domain specific models, including UML, BPMN, SysML, DoDAF, MDA, unit testing, data
modeling and more. Service offerings include training, consulting, and custom applications, and product
customization for any part of the MagicDraw suite of tools like custom modeling domain diagrams,
requirements management, team collaboration, design, and analysis.
Founded in 1995, No Magic Inc. is headquartered in Plano, Texas with operations worldwide.
Further information on No Magic can be found at www.nomagic.com.
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